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A multi-energy (ME) system can coordinate local energy sources and users and
optimize the supply of various energy forms, to maximize the comprehensive
utilization efficiency of energy. As the scale of the multi-energy system becomes
more extensive and the physical connections of different energy forms become
diversified, the coupling of various forms of energy becomes closer. Such
development has brought significant challenges to safe operations and
effective regulation of the system and equipment. However, no efficient and
easy-to-use dynamic simulation method is available for multi-energy systems. It
has become an urgent problem how to fully use the existing rich models and
algorithms of conventional energy systems to construct the dynamic simulations
of multi-energy systems. Based on the multi-energy system’s structure,
components, and model characteristics, this paper studies the mechanism of
cross-energy-form dynamic coupling, proposes the critical techniques of multi-
energy hybrid simulation and verifies the effectiveness and accuracy of the
methods through case tests.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview of ME system development and construction

In the traditional energy system, obvious boundaries separate different energy forms so
that various energy systems are almost isolated during operation and management. As a
result, energy conversion, transmission, supply, and utilization are neither flexible enough
nor efficient. A new energy architecture - “energy internet” -borrowed the thoughts and ideas
of the internet and came into being. It is a cyber-physics-grounded integrated energy supply
and utilization system that promotes energy structure adjustment and significantly improves
energy conversion, transmission, distribution, and integrated terminal utilization. The ME
system, composed of a cooling, heating, and power integrated energy system, gas supply
system, and energy storage system, constitutes the main physical body of the energy internet.

According to local circumstances and energy needs, many energy systems integrated
with various energy forms have been built worldwide. Some of these practical energy projects
have taken shape and initially gained benefits (Bai et al., 2019). has analytically proved the
technical and economic feasibility of the ME microgrid. The combined cooling, heating, and
power (CCHP) system is the most typical and commonME system. Here are some successful
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examples in the world. Princeton University thermal power station
and the Busch thermal power station of New Jersey University
achieved a combined energy utilization rating of up to 75%–80%
(Ma and Zhong, 2003) Other energy projects where the energy
utilization rate reached 75% are the CCHP station of Huangpu
District Central Hospital in Shanghai and the CCHP station of
Pudong International Airport. Some projects have also seen a higher
return rate on investment than traditional energy supply modes.
E.g., for the ME station of the Shanghai business street project, the
return rate on investment reached 11.3% (He et al., 2020).

The ME system combines, transforms, and supplies loads of
different needs and features with various energy types. The
generated surplus energy is temporarily stored in storage equipment.
Energy subsystems and devices are connected to form a whole energy
system. The energy flows and transfers in the energy system, and
different forms of energy are transformed at the sources and utilized by
the loads. As we can see, energy devices and subsystems of varying
energy forms have interaction and coupling in the ME system.

According to the research concern and physical characteristics
in application scenarios, ME coupling can generally be classified into
static and dynamic types.

On the one hand, the system achieves energy balance
everywhere and conservation of the total energy, which belongs
to the category of static ME coupling. The research and practices on
ME systems involve idea verifying, system planning, designing,
operation optimization, validation of networking structure, and
so on. This stage focuses on technical feasibility, economic
viability, source-load matching, and optimization of energy
transportation path. Technically, we are always concerned with
combining and matching ME sources and loads under various
operating conditions, parameter configuration, system-level static
stability, etc. For example, fully considering steady-state coupling
characteristics among energy sources, Wang et al. (2021) has
proposed a ME system planning method to reduce the entire life
cycle cost and promote the economic benefit rata and the new
energy consumption rate (Wang S. X. et al., 2021). has pointed out
that the multi-energy coupling was the key to the load forecasting for
regional integrated energy systems and proposed a ME load
forecasting method using the ME coupling variation curves.
Much work has been devoted to the operation of the ME
systems, for example, optimal partition dispatching based on
locational marginal price (Jin et al., 2021) and optimal
dispatching based on the fuzzy decision (Gao et al., 2021). Going
one step further, some researchers have realized the complexity of
ME systems and tried to push the operation and dispatching
methods toward practical applications. E.g., based on the steady-
state coupling and constraints, a multi-time scale optimization
dispatching method has been configured (Li P. et al., 2021),
including real-time, intra-day, and day-ahead dispatching.
Operational risk and security have also attracted wide attention.
Li et al. (2021) has established the operation security region based on
ME flow energy balance equations and security inequality
constraints and then developed the multi-objective control
strategy for the operation of ME systems. Researchers with the
Stevens Institute of Technology Hoboken United States have probed
risk-averse coordinated operation for aMEmicrogrid by voltage and
thermal flow control (Li et al., 2020). Work in (Zhong et al., 2021)
has developed an emergency control strategy for the blackout of

distributed ME systems, considering the static coupling across
various energy forms and capacities of controllable equipment.

On the other hand, the physical dynamics and transients
constrain the operation of ME systems during energy conversion
and transmission. The regulation of major equipment also involves
dynamic and transient. Thus, dynamic coupling exists among
different forms of energy systems and equipment. Studies have
preliminarily discussed and summarized the ME flow dynamic
coupling path and qualitative characteristics (Yu et al., 2017).

The dynamic coupling lays the foundation for the calculation of
the operation schedule. The paper (Yao et al., 2020) has built a
simplified model combining the gas system’s minute- and hour-level
dynamics and embedded it into the power system day-ahead
scheduling model to take the system risk and operation security
into account. Similarly, the paper (Yang et al., 2017) has derived the
transient heat flow model and combined the steady state electrical
power flow model to obtain the dynamic energy flow model for a
type of ME system used for optimal system operation. The ME flow
model has well-balanced calculation precision and complexity.
Along with projects of ME systems completed and placed into
service, problems related to system security and stability caused
by dynamic coupling are more prominent. People have begun to pay
attention to the dynamic stability and regulation of ME systems.
Zhou et al. (2021) has developed autonomous cooperative control
for a ME system comprised of AC/DC microgrid and ice-based
cooling storage, considering dynamic coupling between electric and
heat. Zhou et al. (2021) has pointed out that dynamic controls are
the key to maintaining stable operation and achieving various
gadgets. The authors (Perilla et al., 2020) have noticed the
collateral effects on stability phenomena and developed active
power gradient control for multi-energy devices to ensure system
stability. Aiming at the high wind power percentage uncertainty, the
paper (Sun et al., 2021) has coordinated sources, including battery
storage and regenerative electric boiler, further developed stability
and robust control for an ME system.

The above initial attempts have bespoken that the complex
dynamic interaction among different energy for MS is likely to
be aroused by complex ME interaction, complex sequential control,
and comprehensive frequency band response. The ME devices are
also dynamically coupled in various forms and through multiple
paths. These have made it quite challenging to analyze and study the
ME system’s behaviors, characteristics, and operation controls.
Thus, the analysis and study depend on quantitative and accurate
means, such as dynamic simulation.

1.2 Current R&D status

There are relatively mature and widely used analysis and
calculation methods and techniques in energy fields for each single
energy form. For example, the electrical power system and microgrid
simulations have successfully tackled various engineering problems.
Such as power flow and static stability, quasi-steady states analysis,
electromagnetic transient stability, electromechanical transient
stability, and medium and long-term stability. Taking the
representative thermal energy system as an example, the simulation
techniques of the non-electrical systems fall into two broad categories:
simulation at the component-equipment level (Butz and Stephan,
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1989; Zhuo, 1994; Herold et al., 1996) and the equipment-system level
(Yang et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2017; Yao et al., 2020).

Generally, most current research and application of equipment-
system level simulation still focuses on static analysis, while
component-equipment level simulation partly deals with dynamic
analysis. Much work on the latter topic has supplied the system-level
simulation with many dynamic models and has laid the model and
algorithm basis for system-level simulation.

Some preliminary work has initialized the research and
applications of dynamic modeling and simulation of ME systems,
e.g., analysis of dynamic behavior and control of the combined
cooling heating and power system (Rosato et al., 2013). However, the
thermal and power system models are cursorily spliced
together—separately modeling the different energy forms and
solving them by exchanging boundary outputs. Besides, the
thermal models are greatly simplified - only considering the
working medium flow and neglecting or approximating the heat
transfer process, changes of workingmedium state and property, etc.
As a result, traditional ME simulations incur significant errors.

Up to now, twomethods have been commonly used in the dynamic
simulation modeling of multi energy systems: 1) Unified step modeling
method: focusing on the dynamic process of the thermal system (with a
relatively large time scale), ignoring the electromechanical transient
process of the power system (with a small time scale). To ensure the
computational efficiency of the system model, the power system often
adopts steady-state modeling method, The calculation data interaction
of the thermoelectric coupling interface model adopts a unified step size
(solving step size of the thermal system) interaction. Although it can
simulate the impact of large disturbances in the thermal system on the
power system to a certain extent, it cannot simulate the transient change
process caused by power system faults at the moment; 2) The mixed
step modeling method for interfaces. In order to establish the ability to
analyze the transient changes of a multi-energy system under
disturbances in the thermal system and faults in the power system,
while improving computational efficiency, different simulation step size
modeling methods are used for systems at different time scales. The
thermal system uses large step size solutions, while the power system
uses small step size calculations. The interface model data interaction
occurs at the end of the large step size, and this method has a small error
in the data interaction of the electrical thermal weak coupling interface,
However, for the thermoelectric coupling interface with strong
coupling, the error is relatively large.

In response to the shortcomings of the interfacemodelingmethods
mentioned above, this paper summarizes the basic structure, elements,
and typical characteristics of the ME system in part 2. Then, It focuses
on studying the mechanism and characteristics of dynamic coupling
under different energy forms from the perspectives of energy
conversion relationships, structural characteristics of cross attribute
energy coupling, time scale and intensity of interactions, and
categorizes cross attribute energy interfaces In part 3. In part 4, it
proposes a hybrid simulation scheme and fundamental interface
techniques based on analyzing and comparing the similarities and
differences of various energy dynamic simulationmodels with solution
algorithms, and focused on analyzing themethods and data interaction
of the typical three types of interfaces summarized in part 2. Finally, the
paper realizes the dynamic simulation ofME systems, fully utilizing the
existing dynamic models and solution algorithms from traditional
energy systems.

2 Structure, component, and model
features of ME systems

2.1 Elements and components

AME system comprises integrated energy equipment, including
cooling, heating, and electrical equipment, natural gas pipelines, and
energy storage units, which features the diversity of energy forms in
source-grid-load-storage links of the energy internet. The elements
constituting the ME system fall into four categories. 1. Sources,
power devices directly provide energy in heat, cold, electricity, gas,
or equipment converting energy from one form to another. 2. Grids
are the medium and path of energy transmission in multiple energy
forms, such as thermal pipelines, electrical networks, gas pipelines,
etc., 3. Loads include users’ various energy needs. Notably, the load
of one energy form may be a source of another, such as electric
boilers serving as a load in the electrical system and a source in the
thermal system. 4. Storages mainly refer to various storage facilities.

In addition, energy conversion equipment falls into a particular
type, through which multiple energy forms are coupled. The energy
conversion components (gas turbines, combined heat and power
generations, gas-fired heating boilers, electric-thermal loads, and
storage devices) divide the ME system into different conventional
energy subsystems. Different energy subsystems and equipment
interact and couple through energy-converting elements in the
ME system. While in single-form or single-form-dominated
traditional systems, energy-converting components often serve as
the ideal boundary for analysis and calculation.

2.2 System structure

1) Physical structure

The ME elements are connected according to the physical
relationship to form the typical structure of the ME system shown
in Figure 1. AME systemmainly comprises a power system, a thermal
system, and a fuel-pipe grid. Various energy systems are composed of
energy transmission grids and energy dynamic elements connected to
grids. Different types of energy systems are connected through energy
conversion equipment. E.g., in the gas-turbine-centered CCHP
equipment group, the gas turbine burns natural gas to drive the
generator to generate electrical energy. The exhaust gas sends the heat
energy to the thermal system through the heat recovery boiler or
drives the lithium bromide absorption chiller for cooling.

2) Calculation structure: trunk-branch-leaf three layers

We can roughly divide the ME system into three layers
according to the networking level and connection relationship
shown in Figure 2.

The trunk layer is at the top of theME system, where diverse forms
of energy are converted and transformed, andME equipment interacts
and couples. In the dynamic simulation, the trunk layer focuses on the
dynamic coupling among grids of different energy forms.

The branch layer is in the middle of the ME system, containing
multiple “branches”. One branch represents a form of the energy
grid, such as a power grid, heat pipe, gas pipeline, etc. In the dynamic
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FIGURE 1
Typical structure of the ME system.

FIGURE 2
Trunk-branch-leaf three-layer calculation structure.
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simulation, the branch layer focuses on simultaneously solving the
component models connected to the same energy grid.

The leaf layer, the bottom of the ME system, involves all the
energy components. In the dynamic simulation, the leaf layer
focuses on solving component models and dealing with the
coupling within any energy element.

2.3 Features of models and algorithms for
ME components

The existing dynamic simulation of every single type of energy
system has a relatively affluent model and algorithm basis, which
means thatME simulation can employmaturemodels and algorithms
for the branch layer and leaf layer. To fully utilize existing model and
algorithm resources to facilitate dynamic modeling of ME systems, it
is necessary to briefly sort out the models and algorithms of different
forms of energy systems. The coupling and algorithm characteristics
of a heating system (a typical non-electrical system) and a electrical
power system are compared as follows.

2.4 Electrical power

1) Components and equipment are connected and coupled through
the electrical grid and component-grid interfaces.

2) The nonlinearity of power systems mainly results from the
physical characteristics of special equipment and circuit
topology changes. It is usually solved through local
linearization, interpolation, or compensation, etc.

3) Dynamic long process involves multi-time scale phenomena,
usually calculated by superposition.

2.5 Thermal energy

1) Thermal equipment and components are directly coupled
through input and output.

2) The nonlinearity of thermal systems comes from the total volume
and physical characteristic equations of thermal equipment and
components. The nonlinearity combines the model equations of a
thermodynamic system into higher-order equations. It can be
solved by Newton’s algorithm and its improved algorithm,
continuation algorithm, secant algorithm, and their combination.

3) Dynamic long process comes from working medium state
changing, usually disposed of by effective splicing.

3 Mechanisms of dynamic coupling
across energy forms

3.1 Conversion relation among different
energy forms

Energy conversion among different forms happens through
different paths, and thus the coupling modes across systems are
more diverse, as summarized in Figure 3, mainly include:

1–5: solar photovoltaic effect electrical power generation;

2-4-8: solar thermal power generation; wind power generation;
2-10-9-8: hydroelectric generation;
12: steam turbine, internal combustion engine, boiler, etc. -

convert fuel into heat energy;
12-4-8: coal-fired power generation, oil-fed electric generation,

gas-fired electric generation, nuclear power generation, and biomass
power generation;

9–8: tidal power generation;
8–9: compressed air energy storage;
8–9 and 9–8: power generation from pumped hydro and

compressed air energy storage;
Figure 3 shows that energy is transformed among the common

energy forms, including thermal, mechanical, solar, chemical,
electric, and magnetic. Due to the limitations of energy
transmission and the users’ needs, solar and mechanical energy
only appear at the primary source or the intermediate link of energy
transformation and do not enter the energy networks.

3.2 Structure characteristics of ME coupling

Different energy forms interact, transform, and combine in the
trunk layer. Figure 4 Summarizes the boundaries across energy forms,
assuming that the energy system comprises networks of three energy
forms: cold and heat, electricity, and gas. The three energy forms are
coupled on the boundaries where networks intersect. There are some
examples: electricity and gas energy forms interact through fuel cell
and electrolytic hydrogen production; electricity and heat couplings
exist in thermal power generation and electric boilers; and heat and gas
couplings include internal combustion engine gas-fired boilers, etc.

In addition, coupling also exists within the same energy forms in
a ME system, mainly in the tree and leaf layers.

The equipment and devices in the branch layer of the same
energy form are linked through the equipment-network interface or
directly connected. The interaction and coupling among the
equipment and devices happen directly or through the network.
For example, the power supply, load, and electronic devices are
connected to the grid in the power system, and the interaction and
coupling path is the power grid. Therefore, in the dynamic

FIGURE 3
ME conversion paths.
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simulation, the simultaneous solution of the equipment models can
be achieved by the equipment-network interface.

The leaf layer contains many energy devices where interaction
and coupling between components and elements occur. Interface
variables and coupling equations often describe this interaction and
coupling in modeling.

3.3 Time scale and intensity of interaction
and coupling

As shown in Figure 5, the time scales of the leading dynamic
processes in typical ME systems are summarized.

The dynamic response covers a considerable time scale. Equipment
level dynamics contain fast processes - the electromagnetic and
electromechanical transient processes in electrical power equipment
from microseconds to hundreds of milliseconds, and slow processes -
heat exchange dynamic processes in thermal equipment from tens of
minutes to hours. System level dynamics also contain relatively fast
processes: power grid low-frequency oscillation and frequency stability
processes on the order of hundreds of milliseconds, and relatively slow
processes: hydrodynamic process and heat conduction in the thermal
pipe network and gas pipe network on the order of seconds to tens of
minutes. It can be seen that equipment and networks of different energy
forms interact and couple with others on broad time scales.

The overlapped response time spans Intuitively represent
dynamic interaction and coupling among energy systems of
different forms. Specifically, the dynamic response time scale of
thermal and electrical coupling covers the range of seconds to tens of
minutes. The dynamic response covers several seconds in situations
where the primemover and power generation interact and the micro
gas turbine with regulation and electrical power generator interact.
The multiple energy forms interact in minutes, among active power

control, load change, dispatching intervention in electrical power
systems, and heat exchange processes in the boiler and pipe network.
The dynamic response time of electrical, thermal, and gas coupling
ranges from a few seconds to tens of seconds. For example, such a
dynamic process happens when the pressure fluctuation in the gas
pipe network interacts with the micro gas turbine’s mechanical and
thermal energy output fluctuation (Yu et al., 2020).

Thus, the ME coupling can be divided into three categories
according to the coincidence degree of response time scales in the

FIGURE 4
ME coupling boundaries.

FIGURE 5
Time scale of dynamics processes in the ME system.
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leading energy transformation process and the capacity of the main
equipment participating in the leading processes.

The first category always appears on the energy source side, and the
time scale of gas, heat, and electricity coupling is about several seconds
to several minutes. Energy systems and equipment interact and couple
through source side equipment. E.g., three energy forms are coupled
through the gas turbine generator, steam turbine generator, co-
generation, and so on. Such a situation yields the electromechanical
transient process in the power grid, the energy conversion in the gas
turbine, the fluid dynamic process in gas and heat pipe networks, and
the heat exchange and conduction process in thermal equipment closely
intermixed over the time of several seconds. At the same time, the
controls of critical energy equipment interact with each other, such as
the local active power regulation and excitation restriction of the power
generation equipment, the pressure regulation of the gas node, and the
flow/temperature quick adjustment of thermal nodes. Such interaction
also occurs between system-level control loops, such as the automatic
power generation control and the thermal system’s overall flow and
temperature regulation. Considering the wide time scale and
coincidence range of the ME coupling and the centralized and high-
capacity equipment used on the source side, we infer that the ME
coupling on the source side is tight.

It is worth noting that the physical process of ME coupling may
involve other intermediate energy forms.When chemical and thermal
energy is converted to electrical energy, high-temperature and high-
pressure Steam drives the turbine to rotate. Part of the thermal energy
is converted into mechanical energy, which is further converted into
electrical energy through the electromagnetic induction effect.

On the load side of the electrical system (the source or storage
side of the thermal design and the source side of the gas system),
coupling among electric, heat, and gas falls into two categories: the
second and third types of ME coupling.

The second type of coupling performs on the time scale from
seconds tominutes, including the heat energy generated by the electric
heat pump and injected into the heat pipe network. Like on the source
side, intermediate energy forms, i.e., mechanical energy, appear in the
ME coupling path. So, there is a coupling between electrical power and
thermal energy on the electromechanical transient time scale.
However, the coupling on the load side is relatively weak because
distributed and small-capacity equipment is connected here.

The coupling of the third category occurs over a time scale of
more than a few minutes. The load and energy storage equipment
achieves the conversion and interaction between thermal and
electrical energy forms. The coupling strength is the weakest
compared with the above two categories. The reason is that the
response time of electrical power local control and network is several
seconds or less, and the system level control cycle reaches several
minutes. In contrast, the primary inertia of heat load and storage and
the response time of thermal control is dozens of minutes.

4 Key techniques for hybrid simulation
across energy forms

4.1 Overview

The ME system is divided into subsystems in the trunk layer
according to energy forms. The partition locations are often inside

energy conversion equipment. Subsystems of different energy forms
are simulated using the corresponding models and solving methods.
And the interface equivalent models are established at the ME
coupling boundary to represent the short-term dynamic response
characteristics of other energy systems at each interface interaction
interval. Subsystems of different energy forms interact with each other
through boundary variables in a specific period and time sequence.

4.2 Subsystem partitioning scheme

In the hybrid simulation, we separate the whole energy system
into two or three subsystems on the ME coupling boundaries, as
denoted in Figure 4. Then, we put the equipment and elements of the
same energy form together into one subsystem. Essential differences
exist in the characteristics of diverse energy forms, and the modeling
methods and solving algorithms are also distinct; therefore, the
subsystem division is clear and feasible. Furthermore, splitting the
system on the ME coupling boundaries helps to fully use the existing
mature simulation theory and technology and maintain the mature
simulation program architecture of various forms of energy
networks.

In the first and second types of ME coupling, thermal and
electrical energy systems are coupled through electromechanical
processes. The subsystem partitioning interfaces are at the thermal-
mechanical and mechanical-electrical energy conversion interfaces.
To simultaneously calculate and accurately reproduce the fast
coupling processes in hybrid simulation, we should equivalently
model the intermediate energy conversion in the thermal-electrical
coupling in the two energy systems at the same time. The detailed
electrical-mechanical process should be reserved in the electrical
energy subsystem featuring fast response, and the thermal-
mechanical process be reserved in the thermal energy subsystem.
Figure 6 gives the partitioning scheme. This way, the “mapping”
models are established for the intermediate components carrying
electrical-mechanical-thermal energy conversion processes. For
example, a boiler, a steam turbine, and a generator compose the
heat and electrical power co-generation system. The turbine
converts part of the heat energy into mechanical and electrical
energy. Thus, the steam turbine is the intermediary of thermal-
mechanical-electrical coupling. Its mechanical-electrical coupling
behavior should be modeled in the electrical energy subsystem, and
its thermal-mechanical coupling behavior should be modeled in the
thermal energy subsystem.

For the third type of ME coupling, the subsystem interface is set
inside energy conversion equipment, that is, the interface between
components of different energy forms inside the equipment.

4.3 ME coupling modeling and interface
equivalent modeling

As discussed above, subsystems of diverse energy forms are
intermixed and coupled in an ME system. The hybrid simulation
artificially divides the initially coupled subsystems and solves them
independently in the short interval of each interaction
step. Therefore, it is necessary to establish ME coupling model
pairs and a pair of interface equivalent models at the hybrid
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simulation partitioning boundary to eliminate or reduce the hybrid
simulation interface error.

Modeling of ME coupling is designed for the first and second
types of ME strong coupling. Subsystems of diverse energy forms are
coupled through energy conversion devices, where the intermediate
energy form emerges, and primary energy forms are converted
through the intermediate form. Therefore, it is necessary to first
establish mapping models for the energy-converting devices in the
coupled subsystems, matching each subsystem’s response speed and
time scale.

Interface equivalent modeling is employed in one subsystem to
represent the port behaviors of the other subsystem at the hybrid
simulation partitioning boundaries. During each interaction
interval, one subsystem is solved. At the same time, the other
subsystem is equivalently modeled at the borders. Hence, the
hybrid simulation well keeps the coupling across the ME energy
forms within each short interval in each interaction step.

4.3.1 Modeling for the first and second types of ME
coupling

The ME coupling models come from mature models in each
energy field and are selected according to the response speed of the
major process. For the first and second types of ME coupling, the
modeling method is discussed below by taking the thermal-electrical
coupling on the source and electrical load sides (thermal source/
storage side) as examples.

1. Thermal-electrical coupling on the source side. Typical energy
devices are boiler-turbine-generators and gas turbine generators.
Here, the former is taken as an example. To effectively and
accurately calculate the ME strong coupling, the core idea is to
model the components related to the intermediate energy form on
both sides of the coupled thermal and electrical subsystems to
become mapping model pairs. The structures of the model pairs
for the two subsystems are consistent, and the model fineness
matches the two subsystems’ response speeds. The generator
model, the turbine model, and the corresponding primary control
model are established on the electrical energy side, including the
electrical part, the rotor motion equation (electrical-mechanical
coupling), and the turbine characteristic (mechanical-thermal
coupling), shown by formulae (1-6).

<1> Generator transient voltage functions in the electrical
subsystem

vq � −Raiq + e″q −X″
did

vd � −Raid + e″d +X″
diq
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″de

″
q

dt
� eˊd − e″d + Xˊ

q −X″
q( )iq[ ]

Tˊ
q0

deˊq
dt

� −eˊd −
Xq −Xˊ

q( )
X′

q −X″
q

eˊd − e″d( )⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

(2)

Te � e″did + e″qiq + X″
q −X″

d( )idiq (3)

The physical meanings of the variables and parameters are listed
in Table 1.

<2> Turbine characteristic equation in both electrical and
thermal subsystems

dFHP

dt
� 1
TCH

FO − FHP( )
dFIP

dt
� 1
TRH

FHP − FIP( )

dFLP

dt
� 1
TCO

FIP − FLP( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(4)

Tm � KHP · FHP +KIP · FIP +KLP · FLP (5)
M

d2δ

dt2
+D

dδ

dt
� Tm − Te (6)

The variables and parameters in Eqs 4–6 are detailed in Table 2.
The turbine provides mechanical energy for the generator; thus, the
ME components are combined through the turbine, which provides
mechanical power for the generator and heat for the thermal system.

<3> Burning and heat accumulation equations in the thermal
subsystem

T0T1
d2D′
dt2

+ T0 + T1( )dD′
dt

� k1,M t − τ( )

Cb · dPb

dt
� D′ −D

CM · dPT

dt
� D −DTB

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(7)

D � Pb

Rgr

DT � KT · μT ·
PT

RT

DTB � DT +DB

F0 � RD−r ·DT

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(8)

Table 3 lists the variables and parameters in Eqs 7, 8. The typical
values for time constants or inertia constants are also summarized in
Tables 2, 3. A simple comparison shows that the time constants of
thermal components are much higher than electrical components,
while the time constants of mechanical parts are just between the
two. The overlapping mapping modeling supplies the ME coupling

FIGURE 6
System partitioning scheme based on mapping components.
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interaction with a buffer, which makes up the gap between the
thermal-electrical coupling in the hybrid simulation and helps
improve the accuracy.

2. Electrical load - thermal source/storage coupling through
electromechanical processes. The typical equipment groups for the
mutual coupling on the boundary are motor-heat pump-heat
exchanger systems, given in Figure 7. The electrical energy
transfers the heat energy from the low-level heat source to the
high-level through the heat pump, and then the high-level heat
supplies to the heat load or storage. The electrical and thermal
subsystems are strongly coupled through the compressors. Similarly,
we should establish mapping model pairs on both sides for the
energy device converting intermediate energy form in thermal-
electrical coupling.

<1> Motor in the electrical subsystem

dE′
d

dt
� − 1

T0
′ E′

d + X −X′( )Iq[ ] − ωb ωr − 1( )E′
q

dE′
q

dt
� − 1

T0
′ E′

q − X −X′( )Id[ ] + ωb ωr − 1( )E′
d

TE � E′
dId + E′

qIq

(9)

The variables and parameters in the equation are detailed in
Table 4.

<2> Compressor in both electrical and thermal subsystems.
The following analytical formula represents the reduced flow of

the compressor (Duan et al., 2015).

Gc � c22
4n2c

+ πc nc − 2c3 + c23
nc

+ c2
n2c

− c2c3
n3c

( )[ ]
1
2

+ c2
2nc

− c3nc (10)

where nc � �n/nre, �n � ω/
���
Tin

√
, πc � �π/πre, �π is defined by Eq. 13, ω is

the per unit of motor speed on the electrical side, Tin is the
temperature of the inlet working medium, Pin is the pressure of
working medium at the inlet, Pout is the pressure of the working
medium at the outlet. nre is the reduced speed under design

conditions, πre is the pressure ratio under design conditions. c2、
c3 are the rotational speed-flow coefficients of the compressor, with
typical values taken as 0.03 and 0.01, respectively.

The following analytical formula represents the reduced
efficiency of the compressor (Duan et al., 2015):

ηC � 1 − c1 1 − nc( )2[ ] nc/Gc( ) 2 − nc/Gc( ) (11)
The power consumption of the compressor is represented by the

following analytical formula (Camporeale et al., 2006):

Pε � G1cmdTin �π
k−1
k − 1( )/η (12)

In (12), G1 is the actual mass flow of the compressor, cmd is the
specific heat capacity of the circulating medium, k is the multilateral
index of the compressor (0.1–0.15), η is the actual efficiency
coefficient of the compressor, and η � ηcηre.

Rotor movement equation

Tj
dωr

dt
� Te − Pε

ωr
( ) (13)

Tj is the inertia time constant of the motor, which is typically several
hundred milliseconds.

<3> Refrigerant network and load in the thermal subsystem

�π � 1 + RtrGc 1 + Trfs( )/Pin (14)

where Rtr is the flow resistance of the throttle valve, and Ttr is the
response time constant of the refrigerant network, which is typically
several seconds.

VSρaircair
dTn

dt
� α Tw − Tn( ) − cop × Pe (15)

whereVs is the indoor volume, ρair is the density of indoor air, cair is
the specific heat capacity of indoor air, Tn is the indoor temperature,
Tw is the outdoor temperature, cop is the coefficient of performance
of the refrigerator calculated by cop � a2G′2

c + a1G′
c + a0 and G′

c �
Gc(1 + Trfs).

TABLE 1 Variables and parameters in Eqs 1–3.

Terminal variables State variables Parameters Output

id , iq vd , vq eˊd , e
ˊ
q e″d , e

″
q Tˊ

d0, T
ˊ
q0 Td0

″ , Tq0
″ Xˊ

d , X
ˊ
q X″

d , X
″
q

Ra Te

Terminal
current

Terminal
voltage

Transient
potential

Sub-transient
potential

Transient time
constant

Sub-transient
time constant

Transient
reactance

Sub-transient
reactance

Armature
resistance

Electromagnetic
torque

— — — — 9s, 1 s 40 ms, 70 ms — — — —

TABLE 2 Variables and parameters in Eqs 4–6.

Input State variables Parameters Output

FO FHP , FIP , FLP δ KHP,KIP ,KLP TCH TRH TCO M D Tm

Inlet steam
flow of
cylinder

Steam flows of
HP, IP, and LP

cylinders

Rotor
angle

Work coefficients of
HP, IP, and LP

cylinders

Primary steam
volume time
constant

Reheater
time

constant

Cross tube
time

constant

Rotor
inertia

Generator
damping torque

coefficient

Mechanic
torque

— — — — 0.25 s 8 s 0.4 s 4 s 2 s
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The typical parameters reflect the typical response time constant of
the abovementioned equipment. It can be seen that mechanical energy
becomes the intermediary of thermal-electrical energy conversion in the
ME strong coupling. Because the mechanical inertia time constant is
close to the response time of some motor armatures’ electromagnetic
process in the electrical equipment. Meanwhile, the mass of the thermal
workingmedium directly acting on themechanical component is small,
so the thermal inertia is low, which makes the thermal-electrical
coupling relatively strong.

Similarly, we can model the strong coupling and fast interaction
among energy forms on both sides of hybrid simulation by
mechanical-energy-related devices’ physical or external
characteristic equations, including turbines and heat pumps.

4.3.2 Interface equivalentmodeling for the first and
second types of ME coupling

Although the mapping models are employed for the thermal-
mechanical-electrical coupling, there is still weak coupling at the
interfaces for subsystem division (denoted by lines A and B in
Figure 6). The equivalent interface models are established to
approximate the port response behaviors of other subsystems for
a time-step solving of one subsystem. Taking the ME coupling of the

boiler turbine generator as an example, the hybrid simulation
interface model of thermal-electrical coupling is established.

On the electrical side, the boiler is modeled through a first-order
inertia element or a constant output element, equivalent to the
boiler’s port response characteristics. On the thermal side, generator
windings’ fast electrical transition processes are much quicker than
that of the thermal energy system. Therefore, the two-order
generator equation is suitable for interface modeling to represent
the physical characteristics.

4.3.3 Interface equivalent modeling for the third
type of ME coupling

According to sections 4.2 and 4.3, subsystems’ dynamic response
time scales show striking differences for the third type of ME
coupling. Thus, the subsystems of different forms at the
interfaces are weakly coupled. Therefore, to solve one subsystem
in each interaction time interval, the subsystem on the other side can
be simply represented by the equivalent interface model. It is
unnecessary to establish a ME coupling model pair.

Typically, the third type of ME coupling exists in static electrical
load-boiler and thermal energy storage. Electrical energy is converted
through an electrothermal effect to supply the heating system with
energy. Here we take the former as an example to illustrate how to get
the equivalent interface model. On the side of the electrical power, the
boiler is modeled through a low-order inertia element, which describes
the interface response characteristics of the boiler.

On the thermal energy side, the dynamic response of the
electrothermal effect is much faster than that of the thermal
system. Then, the Thevenin voltage source can model the
electrical subsystem representing external characteristics.

4.4 Variables and sequence for hybrid
simulation interaction

The ME coupling models and equivalent interface models
describe the coupling characteristics between subsystems. It is
necessary to update the latest boundary variables to solve each

TABLE 3 Variables and parameters in Eqs 7, 8.

Input State variables Parameters Output

M KT D′,D,DT Pb, PT T0 T1 τ Cb CM F0

Fuel
quantity

Valve
Opening

Steam
flow

Steam
pressure

Time constant
of coal mill

Time constant of
furnace water

wall

Hysteresis
time of fuel

Thermal storage
coefficient of the
steam drum

Heat storage time
constant of steam

pipeline

Inlet steam
flow of
cylinder

— — — — 30s 5 s 40 s 90 s 5 s —

FIGURE 7
Structure of the air source heat pump.

TABLE 4 Variables and parameters in Eq. 9.

State variables State variables Parameters Output

Id , Iq Eˊ
d , E

ˊ
q

ωr Tˊ
0

X X′ Te

Terminal current Transient potential Rotor speed Transient time constant Rotor-open-circuit reactance Transient reactance Electromagnetic torque

— — — 1–2s — — —
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interaction step as soon as possible. Considering that the thermal
subsystem usually uses the maximum solving step, the step shall be
taken as the interaction step. Additionally, the solving steps of all
subsystems should be well chosen so that the interaction step is the
integer multiples of solving steps of all subsystems.

The interaction variables are the interface boundaries, which are
yielded by solving interface models. For the third type of ME
coupling, the interaction variables are directly the model outputs
in all energy subsystems, while for the first and second types of ME
coupling, the interaction variables are the boundary variables of the
mapping models. This subsection also takes the gas turbine

generator of the first ME coupling type as an example; the
interface variables are dδ

dt, δ, and Te in the electrical subsystem,
while dδ

dt and FO in the thermal subsystem.

5 Test and verification

From Figure 1, we can clearly understand the typical structure
and coupling elements of the ME system, including the thermal
power plant coupling the thermal and electrical power systems, the
internal combustion engine on the power supply side coupling the

FIGURE 8
Schematic diagram of co-generation system.

FIGURE 9
Comparison curve of interface interaction data under different interface interaction mechanisms V-0.2pu.
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thermal, electrical, and gas energy, and the heat pump, electric cooker
and other electric load equipment on the load side coupling the
thermal and electrical energy. Here we employ the co-generation
system of a thermal power plant as an example and present its
topology in Figure 8. The boiler evaporator generates saturated
steam, forming the main steam pressure at the drum outlet. After
passing through the superheater, the main steam becomes
superheated steam and is collected in the main steam pipeline. It
is regulated by the steam inlet regulating valve and enters the high-
pressure cylinder to do work. The exhaust of the high-pressure
cylinder enters the reheater and is heated into high-temperature
reheated steam before entering the intermediate and low-pressure
cylinders to do work. The exhaust of the low-pressure cylinder enters
the condenser and is condensed into condensate. Steam with a certain
pressure and temperature is extracted from the intermediate stage of
the low-pressure cylinder through the heating control valve and used
for heating. A thermoelectric dynamic coupling model is established
according to the method in Section 4.3.2 for the power supply side.

Under steady-state operating conditions with a power supply
load of 265 MW and a heating steam flow rate of 50T/H, The
extraction valve quickly closes at 1 s, and the main steam regulating
valve participates in regulation as the power generation load
changes, Three equivalent modeling methods for thermoelectric
coupling interfaces, namely, unified small step size (0.01s),
traditional hybrid step size (0.01s/0.05s), and new hybrid step
size (0.01s/0.05s), are used, respectively. Figures 9–12 compare
the dynamic curves of the mechanical torque received by the
generator on the electrical side and the speed received by the
steam turbine on the thermal side under three interaction
mechanisms, when the generator terminal voltage drops to 0.2pu,
0.4pu, 0.7pu, and 1pu at 1s and gradually recovers at 2s (Zhang et al.,
2017, Xin, 2004).

Figure 9 shows that with a small step size of 0.01s as the
benchmark for data interaction, the traditional mixed step size
(0.05s/0.01s) interface model has significant errors in data
interaction after a fault occurs. When there is no fault set on the

FIGURE 10
Comparison curve of interface interaction data under different interface interaction mechanisms V-0.4pu.

FIGURE 11
Comparison curve of interface interaction data under different interface interaction mechanisms V-0.7pu.
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electrical side, the traditional hybrid interface modeling method
ignores the dynamic change process of the generator in the large step
time scale. The electric load value received by the thermal side
regulator is the value at the beginning of the large step, and the
strong coupling process between the dynamic change of the
generator speed and the generation load is ignored during the
large step time. Figures 10–12 show that under the same
disturbance on the thermal side, With the aggravation of the
fault severity on the electrical side, the interface data interaction
error in the traditional hybrid step modeling method will be larger.
The more serious the fault is, the greater the speed change of the
generator will be, and the more obvious the impact on the
mechanical efficiency of the turbine rotor will be. In the current
large step cycle, the traditional hybrid step modeling method uses
the speed at the end of the previous step as the calculation boundary,
ignoring the strong coupling between thermal energy and
mechanical energy, Unable to reflect the impact of rotational
speed changes on the efficiency of thermal mechanical energy
conversion, resulting in the continuous amplification of
mechanical torque errors calculated on the thermal side.

On the contrary, the proposed hybrid simulation interface
model establishes a detailed turbine model on the power side.
They can fully reflect the mechanical process of turbine blades and
effectively reflect the long-term mechanical process. Therefore,
the interface interaction process in the proposed hybrid
simulation is highly consistent with the reference literature.
The variation of rotational speed depends on mechanical
torque and electromagnetic torque, and mechanical torque is
mainly affected by two aspects: one is the variation of
rotational speed (electromechanical transient process), and the
other is the variation of steam flow (thermodynamic dynamic
process). The essence of the new interface modeling method is to
decouple and model based on the different time scale
characteristics of the two major factors that affect mechanical
torque, The calculation of rotor speed and the fast process of its
governor are modeled in detail using small steps, while the slow
process of thermal dynamic changes in steam flow is used as an
interface for new data exchange. This greatly ensures the accuracy

of transient data exchange between thermal mechanical electrical
strong coupling electric heating interfaces during fault periods.

The case in the article comes from a typical 300 MW
cogeneration intermediate reheating motor set in China, which
includes main steam pipeline, intake control valve, high-pressure
cylinder, intermediate pressure cylinder, low-pressure cylinder, and
low-pressure extraction. The parameters are typical and have strong
representativeness. The new multi-energy coupling interface
modeling method proposed in this paper is applicable to the
modeling of electrical-mechanical-thermal strong coupling
interfaces, not only for steam turbines, but also for equipment
such as water pumps, fans, compressors, and general systems.
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